
Introduction to Podcasting 



What is a podcast? 
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Word Origin: from i(Pod) + broad (cast) 

Noun 
1. A digital audio file (mp3), which can be downloaded or streamed, and 

listened to ON DEMAND via a computer, mp3 player, tablet, or mobile 
phone. 

2. The Internet equivalent of a radio show.  

Verb 
1. “To podcast.” To deliver a web-based audio broadcast via an RSS feed 

over the Internet to subscribers. 
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Don’t call podcasting a 
bubble or a bust. Instead, 
it’s that rarest thing in the 
technology industry:  
a slow, steady and 
unrelentingly persistent 
digital tortoise that could 
eventually slay the analog 
behemoths in its path. 



WHY should you start a Podcast? 
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 Reach a new audience (via iTunes, Stitcher, SoundCloud, etc.) 

 *Leverage these large directories through their search algorithms  

 Build on your existing authority 

 Elevates your perceived status (social proof) 

 *Less competitive than written blogs 

 Easier to get guests for an interview than to write a guest post. (Can lead to 

getting “bigger” guests than you’d otherwise have access to.) 

 “Easier” to create content 

 Create multiple types of content at once (record video of interview; use 

transcribing service; ex. “Outsource to Africa,” about $20/30 minutes) 

 *Fans can download episodes and listen “on the go” instead of in front of 

their computer.  At the gym, in the car, etc. This removes a HUGE barrier! 

 By the way, how many of us actually read blogs on our smartphones? Many 

blogs aren’t even mobile friendly (responsive). But within iTunes, your 

podcast will always look native to the platform. 

 *Compared to written blogs, it’s easier to convey emotion through your 

actual voice. It’s “speaks” to a deeper part of our consciousness.  

 Right now, podcasting is HOT!  



It’s now native to the iOS 
platform. You CAN’T delete the 
app, even if you wanted to! 
 
(Can written blogs or video apps say the same?)  

And it’s here to stay… 
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Increasingly Mobile 

“On a global basis, people are going online primarily via mobile or splitting 
their internet time roughly equally between mobile and the PC.” 

        (source: InMobi, 2015)

      

Those who go online “mostly via desktop” are now a tiny minority: 

 

• Mostly via Desktop — 11 percent 

• Evenly split between both mobile and PC — 28 percent 

• Mostly via mobile — 37 percent 

• Only via mobile — 23 percent 
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Podcasts are being integrated into automobile audio 
systems with Apple Car Play and Android Auto. 
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According to a Forbes article in April of 
2014, Apple reported 800 million iTunes 

users, up from 525 million just 10 months 
earlier in June of 2013. 

 We can assume now that the number is 
well over a BILLION.  



Make YOUR Podcast Stand Out 
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1. Be yourself, highlight your personality; it’s “radio,” after 
all; THIS is your main selling point…YOU! 

2. High quality audio is essential 

3. Good Artwork (ideal size: 1400x1400): have an 
identifiable logo, with text that is visible at very small 
sizes. Think about the icons on your iPhone. Some 
devices shrink it to as little as 73 x 73 pixels. Optimize it 
for 150 x 150 and it should look good everywhere. 

4. Meta Data; tags, keywords, descriptions, etc., just like a 
blog post or YouTube video 

5. Choosing your categories and tags on iTunes strategically 

6. Embed episodes directly into Social Media streams so 
people can listen to them while continuing to browse 

7. Aim high when considering guests 

8. Have a clear call to action (for example: get your listeners 
to become email subscribers) to create a lasting 
connection beyond listening to one or two episodes. 

Best Practices: 



 
The Technical Stuff… 
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Or… 
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Technical Steps (an overview) 
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1 

2 

3 4 
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Record conversation 
or monologue 

Mix/Edit and then 
save as .mp3 file 

Export to media host Upload to blog (optional) 

Distribute to audio 
platforms 
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Skype + Pamela (PC)  

Skype + ecamm (Mac) 

Heil Sound PR40 

IK Multimedia iRig Mic 
for smartphones 

Recording 
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Hardware 

Logitech ClearChat USB 

Software 

iRig Recorder App 



All of this editing power on your smartphone… 
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People want to talk to you when you hold a mic! 
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Let’s do a class demo… 
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Photo credit: mashable.com  



Mixing and Editing 
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PC or Mac  Mac Only 
Audacity—FREE open source Garage Band—Pre-Installed 

Import the mp3 file of your conversation to Audacity or 
GarageBand, and then you can mix in your intro and outro.  

Add the meta data, and save it as a new mp3. This is the file 
that you’ll upload to your media host. 



Audacity Mixing Board 
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Media Hosting 
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Just as your blog needs a server, so does a podcast. 

Most popular options: 
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I use SoundCloud because I like the integrated social 
media component, which makes it very easy to cross-

promote on other platforms.  



Embedded Social Sharing 
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SoundCloud to Twitter 



Distribution Networks (Players) 
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iTunes – By far the biggest player, accounting 
for about 80-85% of podcast listeners. 
https://itunespartner.apple.com/en/podcast  

Stitcher 

SoundCloud 

Spotify (for now only major brands like 
BBC, ESPN, etc.) 

*Google Play, coming soon! 

https://itunespartner.apple.com/en/podcast
https://itunespartner.apple.com/en/podcast


Insert RSS feed into Blog Post 
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(PowerPress Plugin by Blubrry) 
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Podcasts from Travel Bloggers 

No specific  travel niche, so he has a 
large potential audience. Started in 
2005; over 480 episodes. 

Medium-sized niche aimed at 
middle-aged U.S. road-trippers. 

Tiny niche; in fact, they are the only 
ones podcasting about the Faroe 
Islands.  



Amateur Traveler 
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RoadTrekking (began in Oct. 2014) 

• The RV Podcast reached the 
“one million downloads” 
milestone in a little over 10 
months.  

• Sold out his sponsorship slots: 
four major sponsors, all 
committed to a one year 
program with two others on a 
waiting list. This earns him a 
full-time income from this 
show alone. 

• Keys to success: following a 
passion and delivering 
consistent, useful content of 
high production quality. 



Example of Small Travel Brand Leveraging a Podcast 
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• You don’t have to be a huge travel brand to 
gain attention. Look at these guys: 

• http://www.faroepodcast.com/ 

• A tiny, tiny niche. The islands are an 
autonomous country within the Danish 
kingdom; 2015 population of 48,700. 

• Mediocre blog on the free Blogger platform.  

 And yet… 

• They’ve successfully used KickStarter to 
completely fund their podcast, paying for all 
their travel expenses and equipment 
($2,589)*. 

• They were recognized by The Podcast Awards, 
(operated by the New Media Expo) against 
much “bigger” competition. 

http://www.faroepodcast.com/


How have they become so successful??? 
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• VERY high quality audio 
production.  

• Radio “magazine” format, 
not unlike NPR or BBC.  

• The host has a great “radio” 
voice.  

• Cool background music.  

• Lots of episodes over 
several years.  

• Perhaps most importantly, 
they OWN their little niche. 
ZERO competition! 



Number 11 in iTunes! 
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If you Google “Italy Travel,” my blog isn’t even on the 11th page! 



Make the best of “New and Noteworthy” 
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 Record  Mix Export Distribute  



Now What? 
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• *Subscribe to your podcast on iTunes and 
download some past episodes (can be done 
directly on your iPhone). 

• Leave a rating or review (also helps boost 
your show’s ranking within iTunes). 

• Visit your website (or your sponsor’s 
website). 

• With a little clever automation, you can 
build a hot, targeted email list through your 
podcast. Use a tool like Call Loop to get 
listeners to sign up for your opt-in offer just 
by sending an SMS.  

Have a clear idea what 
action you’d like your 

audience to take when 
they’ve finished 

listening to an episode.  

https://www.callloop.com/features/email-capture


Monetizing Your Podca$t 
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“Podcasting operations are attracting sizable audiences 
and advertising revenue. The ads work.  Large and small 
advertisers report a significant upside to the campaigns 
they run on podcasts, and ad rates on top-tier podcasts 
approach $100 per thousand listeners (CPM), which is 
many times what it costs advertisers to reach audiences 
in most other digital formats.” 
 
 Farhad Manjoo of The New York Times. 

By far, the best opportunity is through sponsorships.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/technology/personaltech/podcasting-blossoms-but-in-slow-motion.html?_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/technology/personaltech/podcasting-blossoms-but-in-slow-motion.html?_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/technology/personaltech/podcasting-blossoms-but-in-slow-motion.html?_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/technology/personaltech/podcasting-blossoms-but-in-slow-motion.html?_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/18/technology/personaltech/podcasting-blossoms-but-in-slow-motion.html?_r=2


How to Calculate Your Show’s Value: 
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According to Entrepreneur on Fire, the current “Industry Standard” 
podcast sponsorship is a combination 15-second Pre-Roll and a 60-

second Mid-Roll. 

• A 15-second Pre-Roll commands $18 per 1000 CPMs (listens) in a six week period. 

• A 60-second Mid-Roll commands $25 per 1000 CPMs (listens) in a six week period. 

• For ease of math, let’s say your podcast averages 10,000 listens per episode. 

• 18 x 10 (for the 10,000 listens) = $180 is the cost to the sponsor for a Pre-Roll. 

• 25 x 10 (for the 10,000 listens) = $250 is the cost to the sponsor for a Mid-Roll. 

• Therefore, your 10,000 per episode podcast would cost a sponsor $430 for the 
combination.  

http://www.entrepreneuronfire.com/
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If you don’t want to start your own show...  

Be a “Guest Podcaster” 

Guest podcasting is the new “guest blogging.”  
 
• Unlike writing a blog post for another site, the traffic that 

comes from your interview will already have a “relationship” 
with you, since they will have heard your voice.  Therefore, 
traffic from guest blogging is warm, but traffic from guest 
podcasting is hot!  

• Unlike guest blogging, it's much easier and less-time 
consuming. An interview will last less than an hour, but a guest 
post can take many hours to write. 



Podcasting Resources 
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Cliff Ravenscraft 
(A blog about podcasting) 

Pat Flynn 
(YouTube Tutorial) 

John Lee Dumas 
(A Podcast about Podcasting) 

http://podcastanswerman.com/
http://podcastanswerman.com/
http://www.smartpassiveincome.com/how-to-start-a-podcast-podcasting-tutorial/
http://www.eofire.com/?slide=2


Key Takeaways 
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• Podcasting is here to stay 
• It provides a very different (more 

personal) vehicle in which to reach 
your target audience 

• Can be consumed anywhere 
• Low technology barriers  
• Much less competition 
• Relatively “easy” to monetize as 

compared to a written blog alone 
 


